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ABSTRACT
Recently, the adoption of Software Defined Networking (SDN) as a
network infrastructure has gained significant popularity. Although
the openness and programmability of SDN ease the construction of
large complex networks, it is still challenging to diagnose faults in
a complex datacenter-scale network, which is crucial to guarantee
rigorous service level agreement (SLA) of upper-layer applications.
Previous network diagnosis tools incur significant overhead in fine-
grained telemetry, and usually lack the ability to automatically diag-
nose fine-grained faults. Although on-demand monitoring methods
is proposed to reduce telemetry overhead, they struggle to effec-
tively set static thresholds, which requires expert experience. In this
paper, we present MARS, a lightweight system for anomaly detec-
tion with dynamic threshold and automatic root cause localization
in programmable networking systems. MARS collects aggregated
packet-level telemetry on demand and generates a ranked list of
fine-grained fault culprits at multiple levels, including port-level,
switch-level, and flow-level. Experimental evaluations show the
cost-effectiveness of MARS, both in terms of network bandwidth
and switch memory usage. Moreover, MARS achieves a 0.97 F1
score in anomaly detection, and 0.95 Recall at Top-2 and an overall
0.3 Exam Score in root cause localization.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks→ Network performance analysis; Network per-
formance analysis; •Computer systems organization→Main-
tainability and maintenance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the demand for applicationswith low latency and high through-
put, a growing number of IT enterprises choose to deploy their
applications, particularly latency-critical applications, in datacen-
ters. Since applications always dynamically scale to deliver a high
quality of experience (i.e., QoE), it is of great importance to effi-
ciently manage the datacenter network to ensure that the network
can scale to meet the evolving demands of applications while re-
ducing the complexity in network management.

Recently, the adoption of SDN and programmable switch tech-
nology has facilitated the management of the underlying network
infrastructure in datacenters, leading to a significant increase in
the scale and complexity of the network. The booming scale of
networks renders network failures as norm cases rather than excep-
tions. It is critical to diagnose these failures in time, as even a minor
degradation in network performance can have a significant impact
on the quality of upper-layer applications [15, 34, 53]. Fig. 1 shows
a complex datacenter network where a network fault occurred in a
switch. The network fault causes multiple neighbour switches to
behave abnormally simultaneously. Therefore, diagnosing network
failures manually is time-consuming and error-prone. A system
designed for network monitoring and automatic failure diagnosis
is necessary.

This paper focuses on the problem of automatically localizing the
root cause of network faults in a complex network with a low mon-
itoring overhead. Although programmable switches have inspired
extensive researches [9, 14, 22, 30, 44, 54] on this problem, the ef-
fectiveness of these work remains inadequate due to the following
limitations.
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Figure 1: A network fault happens in a large-scale network.

• The overhead of monitoring is high, downgrading the
performance of datacenter network. Existing monitoring
methods either use packet mirroring at switches to monitor
the network [21, 40, 46, 54], or actively injecting probe pack-
ets into the network [4, 7, 51] to estimate the network status.
While these methods provide valuable information about
the network, they also result in additional network traffic.
The additional overhead has a negative impact on network
performance.
• Existing anomaly detectionmethods are inefficient and
uns+calable. To conserve network bandwidth and reduce
network overhead, trigger-based methods [25, 26, 47, 53]
have been proposed. Existing anomaly detection methods
rely on the trigger-based methods to conduct anomaly detec-
tion. These methods send monitoring data collected in the
data plane to the control plane only when anomalies (e.g.,
high end-to-end latency and queuing delay) are detected
with static thresholds. However, since the number of net-
work flows is always huge, setting thresholds for each flow
is time-consuming and requires substantial expert knowl-
edge, hindering the adoption of trigger-based methods in
large-scale datacenter networks.
• Existing network failure diagnosis methods cannot
well cover multiple causes of network fault automati-
cally, since they struggle to extract clues from massive
network flows. Jia et.al. [22] rely on the set intersection of
time-out paths to locate the position of packet loss, which
is not robust and may fail if an anomaly lasts shorter than
the time window. IntSight [31] delegates diagnosis to the
data plane but has limitation in analyzing network faults
that may spread to adjacent switches. Though query-based
debugging [26] collects extensive data, it requires massive ex-
pert experience, which is time-consuming and error-prone.

To address these limitations, we propose MARS, a holistic system
comprisingMonitoring, Anomaly detection, Root cause analysis
in SDN. MARS is a system based on P4 [11] that integrates low-
cost telemetry and posterior fault localization with high accuracy.
It collects telemetry metadata (e.g., path sequence from path id,
so-called “path-aware”) carried by packets and temporarily stores
them in edge switches. The telemetry data for diagnosis is sent to
the control plane only when the data plane detects an anomaly. The
on-demand collection decreases additional network bandwidth con-
sumption (Limitation 1). The system processes streaming latency
data for each flow with a modified reservoir module and updates
thresholds dynamically for detecting network delay (Limitation 2).
The Frequent Sequence Mining (FSM) [23] utilizes path information

from the path-aware telemetry data to identify suspicious positions
within the network. With scores calculated by Spectrum-Based
Fault Localization (SBFL) [5] and telemetry data such as through-
put and queuing conditions, MARS can accurately determine the
port/switch/flow-level root cause with a 0.95 recall at Top-2 and an
overall 0.3 Exam Score (§5). This ranked list of culprits serves to
expedite problem resolution for operators (Limitation 3).

In summary, we make the following contributions.
• On-demand Monitoring. We propose a novel path-aware
method to monitor network traffic and report data on de-
mand. This method is independent of the length of the path
and does not raise extra costs as the network becomes larger.
• Self-adaptiveAnomalyDetection.Wepropose self-adaptive
in-network anomaly detection, where the data plane ac-
curately detects anomalies in a versatile network. This is
achieved by updating the threshold using a reservoir model
in the control plane.
• Automatic Root Cause Analysis.We combine Frequent
Sequence Mining and Spectrum-Based Fault Localization
to precisely locate the faulty switch. The root cause can be
automatically localized at different levels in a rank list.
• In the consideration of five different fault scenarios, we prove
the effectiveness and low overhead of MARS.

2 BACKGROUND
SDN & PDP: Software Defined Network (SDN) and PDP (Pro-

gramming Data Plane) are widely adopted in modern large-scale
web systems such as Google and Facebook recently due to their
openness and programmability. SDN separates the control plane
(decision-making) from the data plane (forwarding of packets) in
a network to enable centralization of network management and
programmability. PDP refers to the programmable aspect of the
data plane in SDN, allowing network administrators to program
switch with customized processing logic.

OpenFlow & P4: OpenFlow [32], as a communication protocol
used in SDN, abstracts traditional network lookup tables and for-
warding into general flow tables and match-action list. P4 (Program-
ming Protocol-independent Packet Processors) extends OpenFlow a
step further by achieving protocol independence. P4 is a high-level
programming language and provides an abstract representation of
packet processing pipelines, allowing network engineers to define
how packets should be processed within a network without having
to deal with low-level hardware details.

In-band Network Telemetry (INT): Proposed by the P4 or-
ganization, INT [38] is a technique for monitoring and collecting
network data within the data plane. By inserting or modifying fields
of the packet header, INT can gather telemetry data in real-time,
without the need for external probes or monitoring agents. INT en-
ables network administrators to gather fine-grained and up-to-date
information about network performance and behavior, and helps
to troubleshoot and diagnose network issues more efficiently.

3 MOTIVATION
Motivation #1: Offloading the Burden to Edge Switches. To

further reduce the overhead caused by monitoring, SpiderMon [47]
saves network bandwidth by collecting telemetry to the control
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Figure 3: Encoding path with ID can
reduce INT header size. Among the
methods that encode path, MARS
spares more switch memory.

plane on demand. It requires all switches to store data and report
diagnosis data to the control plane. However, regardless of the type
of network, core switches are always busier than edge switches,
as the possibility of low link utilization in the core layer is lower
than in the edge layer [10], which is demonstrated by the Cumula-
tive Distribution Function (CDF) in Fig. 2. To relieve the strain on
core switches, MARS is expected to gather telemetry data on edge
switches and maintain the coverage of telemetry. As a result, we are
inspired to collect aggregated data at the packet level and record
only in edge switches. In this case, the fault localization is expected
to perform well without end-to-end data, which is realized with
FSM and SBFL.

Motivation #2: Reducing Header Size for Path Recording.
The packet transmission path plays a critical role in the root cause
diagnosis. To record the switch sequence, the INT-MD (eMbed Data)
mode, as described in [38], is used by methods such as [22, 38] to
inject telemetry data into the packet header at each hop. However,
this method leads to an increase in packet size as the length of the
transmission path grows, as demonstrated in the left graph of Fig. 3.
IntSight [31] encodes the path (sequences of switches) to an ID with
a fixed width, reducing the header size. However, IntSight needs to
assign many Match-Action Table (MAT) entries of the path id for
each path, which consumes switches’ memory a lot, as shown in
the right graph of Fig. 3. As a result, we are inspired to propose a
novel path-aware method, relieving the monitoring overhead in a
larger network without consuming too much memory of switches.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we present the design of MARS to monitor, identify,
and diagnose abnormal events. The overview is shown in Fig. 4. For
monitoring (§4.2), MARS periodically samples network packets
as telemetry packets and inserts critical information into telemetry
headers. Traffic telemetry data is stored in edge switches’ memory
and reported on demand. For anomaly detection (§4.3), reservoirs
are maintained to update a dynamic threshold for each flow. On
each switch, once the current packet’s latency is greater than the
corresponding flow’s latency threshold or a packet loss event occurs,
the switch will send a notification packet to the control plane.
Triggered by the notification, the control plane will collect the
telemetry data stored in edge switches for diagnosis. For root cause
analysis (§4.4), the culprits are located by FSM and scored by SBFL.
Other telemetry data (e.g., queue depth, packet size) help find out

causes for diverse faults at different corresponding levels, e.g., port-
level for packet loss, switch-level for Equal Cost Multi-Path routing
(ECMP) load imbalance, and flow-level for micro-burst flows.

4.1 Definition
Definition (Source/Transit/Sink Switch). As shown in Fig. 4,

for a packet traversing in the network, the switch that packets first
enter is referred to as the source switch. The switch that the packet
last exits from, before reaching its destination host, is called sink
switch. Other switches between source switch and sink switch are
named as transit switches. Note that one switch may play multiple
roles (source, transit, sink) for different flows.

Definition (FlowID). FlowID is defined as ⟨𝒔source, 𝒔sink⟩ with-
out host information, as MARS focuses on the problems that happen
in the network, i.e., the anomaly between/in switches. Furthermore,
FlowID spares more bits than 5-tuple.

Definition (PathID). PathID is updated per hop as the packet
traverses across switches. At each hop, the updated PathID is hashed
by {PathID, switchID, ingress port, egress port, control}. Here
the control field is set to zero by default unless the hashed value
has conflicts with another flow. As a result, MARS needs to install
MAT entries only when a hash conflict happens, which decreases the
memory usage of switches.

For instance, in Fig. 1, ⟨𝑠1, 𝑠4⟩ is a FlowID, with two paths, i.e.,
⟨𝑠1, 𝑠3, 𝑠4⟩ and ⟨𝑠1, 𝑠2, 𝑠4⟩. Due to the complexity and variability of
the network situation, like some load balance strategies, the exact
path of a packet is decided on the fly only in the network. Therefore,
the final PathID can only be known at the sink switch. The switch
memory used for PathID calculation is discussed in §5.5. The con-
trol plane calculates each PathID with the same hash algorithm in
advance, and saves the map from a PathID to the corresponding
switch sequence, i.e., path. Based on the consensus between the
control plane and the data plane about the PathID, the control plane
can decompress fixed size bits field to path information from the
data plane’s report in later fault localization analysis.

4.2 Telemetry Collection
As network behavior would not shift dramatically in a short time
under normal circumstances [44], MARS applies a sample strategy
to collect necessary information without causing large bandwidth
overhead. The source switch periodically sets a sample packet to
gather telemetry data, including statistics data such as packet counts
in the sample period.

4.2.1 Packet Category. MARS uses the reserved field in the IP
layer (e.g. “option” field in IPv4 Option) to distinguish different
types of a packet (naïve packet and telemetry packet).

Naïve Packet. Naïve packet is a packet without a telemetry
header inserted by the switch. For all naïve packets, only a field
of small size (e.g., 8 bits) will be inserted into the header to record
PathID, which will be carried and updated through the network.
For all packets, the total packet number and total packet size in
each epoch are counted at both source switches and sink switches.

Telemetry Packet. In each epoch, the source switch adds a
telemetry header into naïve packet for each flow, without mod-
ifying other header fields and payload. The epoch period can be set
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Figure 4: Overview of MARS. The left part of figure depicts how MARS collects and stores telemetry data. The right part shows
the workflow of MARS to update dynamic threshold for anomaly detection in the data plane and to locate the root causes,
resulting in a ranked list with culprits and causes.

by the controller at runtime. The resulting packet with the teleme-
try header is referred to as a telemetry packet. Note that telemetry
packets of different flows are not marked simultaneously, which
can mitigate the transient burden of telemetry data on the network.
The telemetry packet carries 11 bytes of telemetry data, including
the timestamp that the packet enters the source switch (source
timestamp), packet count of the packet’s FlowID in the last epoch,
total queue depth, and telemetry epoch ID. Here the timestamp can
be compressed into a smaller size [47]. The total queue depth will
be updated at each hop by in-network computing, i.e., adding up
each switch’s queue depth.

4.2.2 Switch Actions. The job of switches involves not only
packet monitoring, but also anomaly detection. All switches update
PathID for both naïve packets and telemetry packets. Specifically
for telemetry packets, switches update the telemetry data, such as
the total queue depth in telemetry headers. Anomaly detection is
deployed at every switch, so that MARS can respond to anomalies
in a more timely manner. Switches send a notification packet to
the control plane when a telemetry packet’s latency is higher than
its corresponding dynamic threshold or a drop event is detected
(§4.3). Once a packet triggered anomaly detection, the switch would
update a flag in the header to suppress anomaly detection in sub-
sequent hops and to prevent redundant notification to the control
plane. On the other hand, switches are only allowed to inform the
control plane one time in a time window. This can save the switch
resource and network bandwidth.

To prepare and record telemetry data for diagnosis, edge switches
(source switches and sink switches) have more works to do.

Source Switch inserts and records telemetry data in following
two steps. (1) The source switch counts the number of incoming
packets of each flow per epoch and records them in the Ingress
Table (IT). (2) For all incoming packets, the source switch inserts a
field to record the PathID. Besides, the source switch modifies the
reserved field to distinguish naïve packet and telemetry packet. To
determine which packet category a packet belongs to, IT records
the timestamp and epoch ID of the latest telemetry packet per-flow,
enabling only one telemetry packet to be set per flow in each epoch.

Sink Switches stores the telemetry data in following steps. (1)
For all kinds of incoming packets, the sink switch records the packet
count and packet size corresponding to PathID and FlowID in the

Egress Table (ET). (2) For telemetry packets, the sink switch extracts
the telemetry data to the Ring Table (RT). In addition, RT records the
latency, packet counts, and packet size at path-level and flow-level
in this epoch. When RT is full, the oldest data will be covered by
the newest data, that is why the table is called as “ring”. As a result,
RT keeps the most recently telemetry. (3) All INT headers will be
removed at the end of the sink switch, ensuring the monitoring is
transparent to end hosts.

Note that node ID of source switch and sink switch already
covers half information of FlowID (⟨𝑠source, 𝑠sink⟩). Therefore, the
FlowID can be simplify as 𝑠sink in source switch and 𝑠source in sink
switch, saving the memory of switch.

4.3 Anomaly Detection
4.3.1 High Latency Detection. Setting latency thresholds for
flows requires expert knowledge, which is not suitable for complex
and rapidly changing SDN. As shown in Fig. 5, the network traffic
volume varies throughout the day. To successfully detect anomalies
(i.e., spike in orange shadow), a static threshold (i.e., orange dashed
horizontal line) may cause false positive (i.e., in green shadow).
Whereas the dynamic threshold can effectively detect the spike
without false alarms. To address this problem, MARS applies a
robust unsupervised classifier to distinguish abnormal packets by
their end-to-end latency.

Reservoir. To balance the accuracy and memory space, MARS
applies a flexible reservoir to maintain the latency of each flow
(details are shown in Alg. 1). MARS periodically gathers the value of
“latency” field in RT from the data plane with P4 Runtime API [3] to
get recent latency data, and feeds the data in the reservoir to update

timestamp
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y

latency
dynamic threshold
static threshold

Figure 5: Example of anomaly detection with dynamic and
static thresholds in the face of dynamic loads.
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the dynamic thresholds. Classically, each input data will overwrite
one randomly selected item in reservoir with the probability 𝑝
when the reservoir is full [20]. A small number of latency outliers
can impact the average, but the median value keeps more stable,
the threshold \ to detect outliers is calculated by the function of
median𝑚 and standard deviation 𝜎 , such as \ =𝑚 + 3𝜎 . However,
if many outliers (high latency) are appended into the reservoir with
the static probability, the standard deviation will vary a lot even
though the median can stay firm. As a result, the threshold may
increase due to outliers. To prevent this situation, MARS introduces
a penalty factor 𝛼 . When latency data are fed into the reservoir,
the data will be judged whether it is an outlier. The number of
consecutively detecting as outliers is set to 𝑐𝑜 . The penalty factor is
defined as a non-linear function, like 𝛼 = exp(−𝑐𝑜 ). Therefore, as
more continuous outliers are detected, the possibility that incoming
data gets into the reservoir decreases severely. When encountering
a new unknown flow, switches temporarily use a default threshold
to detect anomalies. The default threshold is set at a relatively high
level (e.g., 10 seconds) to minimize false positives, and will later be
replaced by a dynamic threshold from the reservoir.

Algorithm 1 Reservoir Anomaly Detection
Input: Reservoir volume 𝑣 ∈ N, static probability 𝑝𝑠 , constant 𝐶
Output: Outlier flag 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑔
1: Reservoir 𝑅 ← {}; outlier count 𝑐𝑜 ← 0;
2: function input(𝑙 : latency data)
3: if 𝑙 > 𝑚(𝑅) +𝐶 · 𝜎(R) then ⊲ whether it is an outlier
4: 𝑐𝑜 ← 0
5: 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑔← TRUE
6: else
7: 𝑐𝑜 ← 𝑐𝑜 + 1
8: 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑔← FALSE
9: end if
10: 𝛼 ← exp(−𝑐𝑜 ) ⊲ penalty factor
11: if |𝑅 | < 𝑣 then ⊲ update Reservoir
12: 𝑅 ← 𝑅 ∪ {𝑙}
13: else with probability 𝛼 · 𝑝𝑠
14: overwrite a randomly selected item from 𝑅 with 𝑙
15: end if
16: end function

4.3.2 Drop Event Detection. If a packet loss event happens
within a telemetry epoch, the packet count in the source switch
(𝑐𝑠 ) and in the sink switch (𝑐𝑑 ) will differ, namely 𝑐𝑠 − 𝑐𝑑 > 0. The
difference between the two counts indicates the number of dropped
packets. If the difference is greater than a threshold, the switch
would inform the control plane. On the other hand, if the drop
event lasts several epochs, the telemetry packet of these epochs
would be dropped as well. Like the sequence number of TCP, the
source switch compares whether the epoch id carried by teleme-
try is neighbored with the last epoch id of the received telemetry
packet of this flow. If the epoch ids are not adjacent, a drop event
is detected and the control plane would be noticed by the switch.
The difference between two epoch ids indicates how long the drop
event lasted, which is revealed from the field “epoch gap” in RT.

4.4 Root Cause Analysis
The control plane, triggered by a notification from the data plane,
collects recent telemetry data as diagnosis data from the memory
(Ring Table) of sink switches. To avoid massive notifications, each
switch is limited to sending only one notification in a time window.
Similarly, the control plane is also limited to responding to notifi-
cations from different switches in a time window. MARS uses this
self-contained telemetry data to identify the root cause. The reser-
voir categorizes packets into two groups, namely the abnormal set
and the normal set. The path of a packet is a sequence of switches it
travels through, and if a switch or link frequently appears in the ab-
normal set but rarely appears in the normal set, it is considered to be
a likely cause of failure. This empirical observation is utilized in the
fault localization approach of MARS. For instance, sub-sequences
of a packet path ⟨𝑠1, 𝑠2, 𝑠3, 𝑠4⟩, such as ⟨𝑠2⟩ or ⟨𝑠3, 𝑠4⟩, is regarded
as single switches or links respectively. Sub-sequences consisting
of more than two elements are not considered meaningful.

The root cause analysis is composed of four parts. (1) MARS
estimates actual traffic from sample data (§4.4.1) and classifies them
into an abnormal set and a normal set. (2) From the abnormal set,
MARS mines frequent sequence patterns with FSM as suspect lo-
cations where the anomaly happened, called culprits (§4.4.2). (3)
According to both the abnormal set and normal set, MARS inte-
grates the risk ratio into SBFL to calculate a score for each culprit,
which is high if the culprit (pattern) frequently appears in the ab-
normal set but rarely appears in the normal set (§4.4.3). (4)With
diagnosis data, MARS assigns a cause for each culprit according to
signature matching and calculates a score of causes based on the
culprits’ score. At last, MARS merges repeated causes and sends an
ordered list of culprits with causes to network operators (§4.4.4).

4.4.1 Actual Traffic Estimation. The number of packets in dif-
ferent sample epochs may vary. MARS uses the gap-based sampling
strategy [28] to restore the arrive time distribution of real flow.
With packet counts 𝑝.𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 of each PathID in each epoch, MARS
estimates the packets’ arrive time 𝑝.𝑡 (details are shown in Alg. 2).

Algorithm 2 Actual Traffic Estimation
Input: Sample packets 𝑆 , Time gap between sample pkts 𝑇
Output: Estimated packets 𝐸
1: for PathID in 𝑆 do
2: for 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆PathID do ⊲ per pkt from samples of PathID
3: for 𝑖 ∈ range(𝑝.𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ) do
4: 𝑝 ← copy(𝑝) ⊲ copy sample as an estimation
5: 𝑝.𝑡 ← 𝑝.𝑡 + 𝑖×𝑇

𝑝.𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ⊲ estimate pkt’s timestamp
6: 𝐸 ← 𝐸 ∪ {𝑝}
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for

4.4.2 Frequent SequenceMining (FSM). In order to localize the
culprit, MARS needs to find out the most frequent sub-sequences
in the abnormal set. However, a path that has 𝐿 switches can have
1
2𝐿(𝐿 + 1) sub-sequences. Naïvely calculating all sub-sequences
of all paths is inefficient and time-wasting, even though there are
duplicate sub-sequences of different paths. To efficiently find out
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the most frequently occurring sub-sequence in the abnormal set,
Frequent Sequence Mining (FSM) is a prominent solution. With
the method of depth-first search or pattern-growth, FSM prunes
sequences that are not frequent as early as possible to speed up the
algorithm and return frequent sequence patterns.In our evaluation
(§5.5), PrefixSpan[23] performs the best, using the minimum run-
ning time and relative less memory. FSM algorithms process a list
of sequences and output frequent sequence patterns with 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 .
The 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 of sequence 𝑠𝑎 is defined as the number of sequences
that contain 𝑠𝑎 . In MARS, the frequent sequence pattern is switch
or link (two switches).

For example, suppose control plane receives data with four
𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ1 = ⟨𝑠3, 𝑠2, 𝑠4⟩ and two 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ2 = ⟨𝑠6, 𝑠2, 𝑠7⟩. If the configuration
of FSM sets the max pattern length as 2 and the min relative support
as 50%, i.e.,min 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 = (4+2)/2 = 3 in this case. The frequent se-
quence patterns result in (⟨𝑠2⟩, ⟨𝑠2, 𝑠4⟩, ⟨𝑠3⟩, ⟨𝑠3, 𝑠2⟩, ⟨𝑠4⟩). Here the
pattern with the highest 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 is ⟨𝑠2⟩, whose 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 6, and
other patterns’ 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 are 4. Other patterns like ⟨𝑠6⟩ are pruned
because their 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 is lower than the min support.

4.4.3 Spectrum-based Fault Localization (SBFL). After find-
ing out frequent sequences as culprits, MARS needs to sort them
in order to filter out Top-N culprits. As an approach towards pro-
gram fault localization, SBFL utilizes various program spectra from
software tests at code level or feature level, and corresponding
test results to calculate each test case’s suspicious score [5]. MARS
extends SBFL from the software domain to the network domain,
ranking each culprit sequences pattern by comparing the propor-
tion of normal/abnormal data sets with and without the pattern.

Relative risk is a statistical analysis technique in medical stud-
ies [35]. MARS integrates relative risk into SBFL to calculate the
suspicious score of each pattern as

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛) =
𝑁𝑝𝑓 /(𝑁𝑝𝑓 + 𝑁𝑝𝑠 )
𝑁𝑛𝑓 /(𝑁𝑛𝑓 + 𝑁𝑛𝑠 )

, (1)

where 𝑁𝑝𝑓 is the number of packets in abnormal set (failing test)
whose path contains the specific pattern, 𝑁𝑝𝑠 is the number of
packets in normal set (successful test) whose path contains the
specific pattern, 𝑁𝑛𝑓 and 𝑁𝑛𝑠 is the number of packets whose path
does not contain the specific 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 in failing test and successful
test. To avoid the erro of division by zero, 𝑁𝑛𝑓 can be consid-
ered as adding a constant, normally equal to 1, when the pro-
cessing data set is too small and all abnormal data share a same
pattern. In this case, the equation variation can be written as
(𝑁𝑝𝑓 /(𝑁𝑝𝑓 + 𝑁𝑝𝑠 ))/((𝑁𝑛𝑓 + 1)/(𝑁𝑛𝑓 + 𝑁𝑛𝑠 )). The numerator of
(1) is the abnormal proportion of this 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛, and the denominator
stands for the abnormal proportion of other patterns. A higher
score value indicates a higher possibility that the pattern is the
source of failure, as compared to other patterns.

4.4.4 Culprit localization. The root cause of why a node/link
behaves abnormally can vary. To give more comprehensive help to
network operators, MARS relies on signature matching to assign a
cause for each culprit pattern with telemetry data. By querying the
paths that passed through the frequent patterns in the diagnosis
data, MARS assigns causes for culprits according to packet counts
and packet size at edge switches (to calculate throughput), total
queue depth in the whole path, and the topology information. Each

Algorithm 3 Culprit localization
Input: Frequent pattern 𝐹 , Diagnosis data 𝐷
Output: Culprits Set 𝐶
1: for 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 ∈ 𝐹 do
2: for 𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤 that traverse 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 do
3: 𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑡 .𝑐𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒 ← Signature(𝐷)
4: 𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑡 .𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ← 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛.𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 · # pkts of 𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤

# pkts go through 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛

5: 𝐶 ← 𝐶 ∪ 𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑡
6: end for
7: end for
8: 𝐶 ←merge(𝐶)

culprit will earn a score that is the pattern score multiplied by the
corresponding proportion of the path, as shown in Alg. 3.

We give five signatures for five common root causes at flow level,
switch level, and port level. The signatures can be extended if more
root causes are considered.
• Micro-burst is a flow-level cause. It is a short-lived spike of
flow that exceeds average traffic, leading to queue buildup
and resulting in a high latency or packet loss [10, 12]. Its
signature is whether a flow’s pps (packets per seconds) raises
sharply in the problematic period.
• ECMP Load Imbalance is a switch-level cause. The paths
between edge switches are usually not single but multiple.
For instance, there are four equal paths from 𝑠11 to 𝑠15 in
(Fig. 6). Ideally, each hop can assign the traffic equally for load
balance (e.g., 𝑠9 sends equally traffic to 𝑠1 and 𝑠2). However,
imperfect hash algorithm and uneven flow distribution under
time and space may bring about ECMP load imbalance [37].
If 𝑠9 fails to balance the traffic between two paths, say, more
flows are set towards to 𝑠1. Though high delay happens at 𝑠1
with queue building up, the root cause is at another switch
𝑠9. The signature of the root cause is whether the throughput
of each path in an ECMP group is evenly distributed when a
switch’s queue experiences sudden congestion.
• Process Rate Decrease is a port/switch-level cause. Due to
limitation of resource (switch CPU, memory, etc.) or imper-
fect schedule scheme, the processing rate of the switch may
decrease. As switch cannot process packet in time, a low
process rate will bring about queuing buildup, therefore the
latency raises up. Its signature is that pps remains relatively
stable when a queue buildup occurs.
• Delay is a port/switch-level cause. Besides process rate de-
crease, switch errors like interrupts, insufficient power sup-
ply and configuration errors can result in delays outside the

Figure 6: Fat-tree Topology.
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queue. The identifying characteristic of this root cause is
that there is not obvious change in both pps and queue depth,
yet the culprit pattern still has a high suspicious score.
• Drop is a port/switch-level cause. Though transient drop
may happen due the high latency related network faults
described above, unanticipated packet loss can also result
from link failure like poor cable connection, unwell-behaved
network updates, and missing forwarding table entries [53].
MARS detects drops by verifying the sequence ID of the
sample epoch. Unlike other root causes related to latency,
MARS applies another analysis logic to diagnosis drop event.
The time range of the drop event can be known with the
“epoch gap” field in the diagnosis data (as described in §4.3.2).
MARS uses the number of dropped packets, as determined
from the packet counter in the source and sink switches,
to identify the affected flows and estimate the number of
dropped packets. These flows are then categorized into the
abnormal set, while unrelated flows are considered the nor-
mal set. MARS then runs another instance of SBFL with these
two sets, and the link or switch with the highest suspicious
score is considered the most likely culprit of the drop event.

While different frequent patterns may attribute to the same
culprit, MARS merges the same cause at last. The actual abnormal
localization dominates the causes’ score eventually, i.e., the cause
score should be lower than the SBFL score of the culprit pattern.
Therefore, the merged score of a flow-level cause is the maximum
score of repeat items, while other kinds of causes’ merged score
is calculated by summation. In addition, MARS merges port-level
causes of the same type into a single switch-level cause when they
are assigned to multiple ports within the same switch.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Experiment Setup
We developed two prototypes of MARS for evaluation. The perfor-
mance of MARS is evaluated on a Barefoot Tofino switch [8] in P4
with 1429 lines of code (LOC) in the data plane. The switch emu-
lates multiple logical switches port-to-port connected by fiber-optic
cables. The port rate is set as 10 Gbps. The Switch is physically
connected to four Linux machines as hosts. Moreover, a simula-
tion environment is set up in Mininet with BMv2 P4 software
switches[2] on a physical machine with 8-core CPU, 16 GB mem-
ory, and Ubuntu 18.04 OS under a fat-tree topology (Fig. 6). The
background flows’ packet size and inter-packet gap are consistent
with the dataset of UW datacenter trace[10] and the ECMP strategy
is based on path weight. The control plane is written with 827 LOC
in Python, and root cause analysis is implemented with 793 LOC in
Python, using the SPMF data-mining library [17].

5.2 Fault Injection
The transmission speed of background flow is about 200 packets
per second. Micro-bursts are generated by injecting one transient
flow in a great amount, over 1000 pps within a second. The burst
flow occupies the queue in switches quickly, leading to a transient
high latency event (Fig. 7(a)). ECMP Load Imbalance is generated
by setting a randomly picked switch’s ECMP strategy from 1:1
to an imbalance ratio (random from 1:4 to 1:10). As a result, the
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Figure 7: Examples of Anomaly Scenario.

throughput of two paths in an ECMP group varies (Fig. 7(b)). As
the number of packets forwarded to one ECMP path increases,
the latency of that path increases, while the latency of the other
path decreases. Process Rate Decrease scenarios randomly select a
port of a randomly picked switch and decrease its packet process
rate lower than 100 pps. Delay and Drop event are generated with
Chaosblade [1] by injecting the anomaly to the switch’s interface(s).

5.3 Anomaly Detection Effectiveness
Fig. 8 presents the anomaly detection results on comparison be-
tween dynamic threshold and static threshold. The higher threshold
causes more false negatives and lower recall, while the lower thresh-
old causes more false positives. Static thresholds are easier to trigger
false alarms, leading to low precision. As the reservoir can adjust
to dynamic network traffic, it avoids many false alarms and reaches
high precision. Furthermore, the reservoir without penalty factor
𝛼 is much easier to be affected by anomalies (high latency), leading
to numerous false negatives. The penalty factor helps the reservoir
avoid this problem at the cost of 0.02 precision according to re-
cently detected anomaly counts. As a result, the dynamic threshold
of MARS achieves 0.96 Recall, 0.97 Precision, and 0.97 F1 score.

5.4 Fault Localization Effectiveness
We evaluate the effectiveness of MARS in localizing faults in mul-
tiple scenarios. To enable the comparison to MARS, we adopted
SpiderMon[47], IntSight[31], and SyNDB[26] to output an ordered
culprit list. The result of SpiderMon is ordered by the degree in its
Wait-For Graph (WFG). The result of IntSight and SyNDB is ordered
according to the data from the conditional flow report and 𝑝-record,
respectively. The result of SpiderMon is based on the level in its
Wait-For Graph (WFG), while the ranking of IntSight and SyNDB is
based on the query data from the flow report and 𝑝-record, respec-
tively. The effectiveness of SyNDB may be overstated (represented
by gray color in Table 1) as it is query-based and requires expert
knowledge to determine which telemetry data it should query.

To evaluate the effectiveness of MARS, we introduce two metrics
that are widely used in root cause localization. Recall of Top-k
(𝑹@𝒌) reveals the probability that the root cause can be located
within the top 𝑘 culprits provided by the algorithm [29, 52]. A
survey [27] conducted that over 73% developers only consider Top-
5 ranked elements. Thus, this paper splits the results into 𝑅@𝑘 (𝑘 =

1, 2, 3, 5). Exam Score is a metric to measure the percentage of the
false positives that need to be excluded manually by admin before
locating the real root cause [24, 39, 49]. If the root cause is out of
Top-5, we set a default 10 false positive cause before it. Note that the
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Figure 8: Anomaly detection
under different thresholds.

Table 1: Recall and Exam Score of MARS (MS), SpiderMon (SM), IntSight (IS) and SyNDB (SN).
Here only SN is aided by expert knowledge to diagnose.

Anomaly Cause
𝑅@1 (%) 𝑅@2 (%) 𝑅@3 (%) 𝑅@5 (%) Exam Score

MS SM IS SN MS SM IS SN MS SM IS SN MS SM IS SN MS SM IS SN
Micro-burst 75 50 10 44 85 62 39 73 92 73 60 79 96 75 81 94 0.3 0.3 2.4 1.5

ECMP 88 70 29 50 100 96 50 79 100 96 54 96 100 100 96 100 0.1 0.4 2.5 0.8
Process Rate 94 100 71 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0.1 0 0.3 0

Delay 73 - - 100 83 - - 100 87 - - 100 93 - - 100 0.4 10 10 0
Drop 67 - - 100 94 - - 100 100 - - 100 100 - - 100 0.4 10 10 0
Overall 83 44 21 79 95 52 32 90 97 54 40 95 99 55 55 99 0.3 4.1 5.0 0.5

higher 𝑅@𝑘 is better, while the lower Exam Score is better. Table 1
shows the result of the evaluation.

SpiderMon focuses on the micro-burst flow that occupies most
line-rate. In this case, most flows wait for the culprit flow, thus the
degree of the culprit vertex is high, with a large indegree and a small
outdegree. However, when a flow bursts in a great amount, most
wait-for relation is between burst flow itself, i.e., the indegree and
outdegree are similar and SpdierMon would fail to localize the root
cause. As SpiderMon only carries a cumulative latency of queuing
delta time, which is based on whether to send the “spider” notice
packet, it cannot sense the anomaly outside the queue. Therefore,
SpiderMon cannot detect the exceptions of delay and drop, thus
failing to start a root cause analysis. Though IntSight can sense
the drop event at flow-level by comparing the source count and
destination, it fails to locate the drop event at a switch/port-level.
Similar to SpiderMon, IntSight updates contention points according
to queuing delta time. As a result, IntSight falls short to locate the
deeper root cause. As IntSight is not good at aggregate reports
into a ranked metric, its recall is relatively low until Top-5. Since
SyNDB cannot decide which data should be queried and diagnose
without expert knowledge, it has to iterate the diagnosis process
for all kinds of failure causes to find the root cause. Therefore, we
have to assume SyNDB knows the root cause at first to conduct
the corresponding diagnosis process, rendering SyNDB with expert
knowledge to outperform other approaches in many circumstances.
Besides, SyNDB does not have a trigger rule for drop events except
for updating a forwarding rule. For packet loss caused by other
reasons, SyNDB cannot sense it timely. Moreover, to check whether
a drop event happened in history, traversing the entire database is
needed, which is time-consuming.

In a nutshell, MARS is efficient to localize root cause without
expert experience. It achieves 0.95 𝑅@2 and 0.3 Exam Score overall.
While SpiderMon and IntSight are skilled in specific scenarios,
they fall short to detect delay and drop events. SyNDB has a high
coverage of the network data, thus performing well in all scenarios
as the same as MARS. However, its overhead is tremendous, which
will be illustrated in the next subsection.

5.5 Overhead
Network Bandwidth. We estimated the network bandwidth of
baselines to be compared with MARS, as depicted in Fig. 9. “Teleme-
try” refers to the additional bandwidth required for packet informa-
tion, such as INT headers. “Diagnosis” refers to the data sent from

the data plane to the control plane, including telemetry data for
root cause analysis. SyNDB does not consume telemetry bandwidth
as it does not require INT headers. However, it requires all switches
to send recorded data to control plane, causing a significant amount
of diagnosis bandwidth. IntSight requires a large INT header (33B)
to perform anomaly detection and root cause analysis in switches,
consuming a significant amount of telemetry bandwidth. It sends
data to the control plane conditionally, resulting in less diagno-
sis bandwidth compared to SyNDB. SpiderMon has much lower
telemetry bandwidth compared to IntSight as its INT header only
contains latency information. Unlike SyNDB and SpiderMon which
collect data from all switches, MARS only requires edge switches
to send diagnosis data. In addition, MARS collects less data per
edge switch compared with IntSight. For example, the bit map of
IntSight that indicates a specific switch in packet’s transmission
path is usually set at 48 bits per map. Thus, MARS consumes less
diagnosis bandwidth. However, MARS requires more telemetry in-
formation in the INT header, leading to a slightly greater telemetry
bandwidth than SpiderMon, but still much smaller than IntSight.
Overall, MARS has the least total bandwidth consumption and the
smallest diagnosis overhead. Though the total bandwidth overhead
of SpiderMon and MARS is near, MARS collects information in a
more comprehensive manner, providing a more dimensional and
thorough root cause analysis.

Switch Resource Usage. Fig. 10 shows the usage of switch
resource1 and how MARS scales with the Ring Table size. Ring
Table size indicates the number of history packet can be collected
to the control plane on each switch once a time. The history data is
saved in the SRAM (Static RAM) register of switch. MARS fits in
the Tofino pipeline comfortably for now, and can scale to record
more data as switch memory size increases over time [33].

Switch Memory Usage for PathID. The switch memory usage
of IntSight is𝑀IS =

∑
𝑝∈𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠 #ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝 × 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 (MATIS), and MARS re-

quires 𝑀MS =
∑
𝑝∈𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠

∑
ℎ𝑝 ∈ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑠 (𝑝 ) 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ × 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 (MATMS). Here

𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ ∈ (0, 1) is the probability of hash conflict. As a result,𝑀IS >

𝑀MS holds in all cases if MATIS = MATMS. In a𝐾 = 4 fat-tree topol-
ogy, there are 216 paths between edge switches (8 one-hop paths, 8
three-hop paths, and 96 five-hop paths). As IntSight needs to assign
MAT entries for all switches on a path, it needs to assign 512 MAT
1The PHV (Packet Header Vector) carries packet data throughout the Tofino pipeline.
Hash Bits are used in hash generators, e.g., ECMP, and to calculate PathID. TCAM
(Ternary Content Addressable Memory) is utilized in the matching part of MAT, such
as the longest-prefix match for IP addresses. Action Data are the stage data for PHV
ALUs (Arithmetic Logic Units).
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entries in total, with each MAT entry consuming around 7 bytes
of memory. For MARS, though a MAT occupies around 10 bytes of
memory, only 48 MAT entries are enough to distinguish all the 112
paths, with CRC16/CRC32 as the hash algorithm. Consequently,
MARS saves more 43.6% switch memory than IntSight.

FSM Algorithms. Fig. 11 shows the comparison of different
FSM algorithms in our fault scenarios, including PrefixSpan [23],
Lapin [48], GSP [42], Spade [50], Spam [6], SM-Spade and SM-
Spam [16]. Besides the min 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 , Some algorithms can limit
the maximum pattern length. Since MARS only considers patterns
whose length is less than two, the algorithmswithmaximumpattern
length equals two perform relatively better. Most algorithms finish
in 200 ms and consume less than 30 MB of memory. PrefixSpan
performs the best among all algorithms.

5.6 Limitation
Expanding on the types of fault reasons requires expert knowledge
intervention. Experts need to analysis and summarize the fault
reasons, so that they can design corresponding signatures for fault
matching. Besides, MARS can not handle continuous packet loss
that has not been restored and report it promptly, as MARS cannot
compare the packet count without receiving new packets.

6 RELATEDWORK
Out-of-band network diagnosis. Out-of-band diagnosis meth-

ods either use packet mirroring at switches to monitor the net-
work [21, 40, 46, 55], or send probes into the network to estimate
the network status [18, 43]. NetSight [21] creates copies for all
packets in the forwarding device and sends them to the control
plane for further diagnosis. However, the “always on” mirroring for
all packets incurs excessive data collection that is unrelated to the
diagnosis. While [40, 46, 55] utilize sampling technique to reduce
monitoring overheads, they perform poorly in diagnosis because
simply sampling misses unexpected events easily. Pingmesh [18]
and NetBouncer [43] install agents on each end-host to send probe
packets, which would be collected by a processor to detect and
diagnose the network failures. However, the probing traffic and
the production traffic may travel along various paths, hindering
accurate and timely diagnosis of transient failures.

Programmable switch assisted diagnosis. Since out-of-band
network diagnosis methods introduce extra overhead to the net-
work, existing works aim to leverage programmable switches to
monitor the network and localize the network failure. BurstRadar [25],
ConQuest [13], *Flow [41] depict the status of the queues when

packets enter in the switch. However, they indiscriminately monitor
and collect telemetry data from switches. SpiderMon [47] reduces
the report overheads by providing an on-demand collection method.
Only when a switch detects an anomaly, the telemetry data in all
switches would be collected for fault localization. However, in most
data centers, link utilizations are rather low in all layers except the
core, and a subset of the core links often experience high utiliza-
tion [10]. It is challenging to minimize the usage of core switches
due to the requirement for monitoring and data collection. There-
fore, MARS only needs the telemetry data collected from the edge
switches to perform fault localization. Like SpiderMon, IntSight [31]
and Marple [36] also detect anomalies by preset thresholds, hinder-
ing the adoption of the detecting accuracy in the network where the
traffic is versatile. On the contrary, MARS detects anomalies with
dynamic thresholds. Query-based diagnosis systems [19, 26, 45, 53]
require the operators to understand the network and the potential
locations of the failures in advance, hindering the timely and con-
venient diagnosis in a large-scale network. On the contrary, MARS
is capable of automatically detecting and localizing the failures
without any static queries.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper proposes MARS, a low-cost system for anomaly detec-
tion and precise root cause localization in programmable networks.
MARS achieves low-cost monitoring using INT and an on-demand
strategy to monitor, detects anomalies including drop and high
delay with dynamic thresholds, and localizes the root cause with
FSM and SBFL. Our evaluation on a real-world Tofino testbed and a
simulated Mininet environment shows that, even with a low over-
head in network bandwidth and switch memory, MARS can achieve
accurate anomaly detection (0.97 F1 score) and precise root cause
localization (0.95 R@2) for diverse network faults.
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